OBJECTIVE

The Web is the most transformable invention of our time. This competition is to challenge all class level of high school students whether they are freshmen or seniors to apply what they’re learning about the web and what it takes to design a website that will effectively keep up with the changes that takes place on the web, while seeking to identify and encourage future talent in this area.

TERMS OF DISQUALIFICATION

This is a “creating a design website competition”. Therefore teams caught will be disqualified and will not be judged.

- The use of any template, generating wizard, content management system (e.g. drupal and joomla), built-in template, or any other template type from the Internet or any other source is strictly forbidden.
- Students from the same school aren’t allowed to use a based template for all teams, even if it was created by the class or school.
- Students may not copy premade code from the internet or another team and use as their own. All codes must be created from scratch by each team.
- Website may not contain materials from, but not limited to the following categories: drugs, alcohol, religion, ethnicity, profanity or even gender specific.

SUBMISSION

All final designs must be uploaded to each team’s individual dropbox’s folder by Thursday, February 27, 2014. Submissions will not be accepted after this date. This will allow the Judges selected from the Information Systems Department with enough time to review the submissions prior to the date of the competition. In the case that your website submission does not work, the judges will not modify your website in any way (e.g. fixing broken image links).
It's recommended that each team tests the functionality of their individual website before uploading their final copy

Have Fun! Be Creative! Share ideas!

Once again welcome to the Department of Information Systems Web Design Competition 2014

Contents subjected to change.